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Abstract

International Education Network MINIBOSS BUSINESS SCHOOL is a BUSINESS EDUCATION FOR CHILDREN AND TEENAGERS; it is a new trend of the new world! Exclusive program and interactive methods of business education for children. We teach children the theory and practice of business through interactive lessons and games, business trips, startup championships and business camps. Theory and practice of the business is important for the child to understand the adult life, for early career guidance, for the formation of character. Therefore, MINIBOSS BUSINESS SCHOOL complex prepares each student for adult life by creating their talents and trying them in different areas of activity in front of the main choice of a career path. Preservation of family values – we are for the connection of children with their parents. We grow successors! MINIBOSS BUSINESS SCHOOL from early age is developing a habit to acquire skills and to anchor in the fertile environment of like-minded people. MBS has implemented educational learning objectives according to 8Q, Bloom’s Taxonomy, TRIZ and other effective methods of mindset developing. Analytical thinking, objectivity, observation, curiosity, creative thinking, open-mindedness - development of these qualities is the main goal of our school.
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